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In this work we present a set of virial relations for many electron systems coupled to field modes, described
by the Pauli–Fierz Hamiltonian in dipole approximation and using length gauge. Currently, there is growing
interest in solutions of this Hamiltonian due to its relevance for describing molecular systems strongly coupled
to photonic modes in cavities, and in the possible modification of chemical properties of such systems compared
to the ones in free space. The relevance of such virial relations is demonstrated by showing a connection to
mass normalization and by providing an exact way to obtain total energies from potentials in the framework
of Quantum Electrodynamical Density Functional Theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent experimental progress allows to manipulate intrinsic properties of molecules by placing them inside pho-
tonic structures providing strong and ultrastrong light–matter coupling with a confined electromagnetic vacuum in
the optical and infrared regimes1–6. Under such conditions, molecular polaritons are formed: hybrid energy states
composed of entangled matter-photon degrees of freedom. As a result of the formation of polaritons, the matter
system exhibits very different properties than in free space, opening numerous possibilities for manipulating chemical
processes7–11. These new hybrid polaritonic entities manifest themselves in numerous ways, including modifications
of chemical reaction rates7, the possibility of long-range energy transfer between matter systems5 and the suppression
of photobleaching3, to give just a few examples.
In order to understand and eventually manipulate chemical reactions by strong coupling to confined light modes,
the development of theoretical methods that are at the interface between quantum chemistry, solid state physics, and
quantum optics have emerged12–40. However, since for large systems these methods always have to rely on some level
of approximation, theoretical guidelines that help to assess whether an approximation is valid and thus ultimately
predictive are of utmost importance. Our focus will be on such guidelines for methods that treat the matter part of
the system like in electronic-structure theory12–33, and not solely as a few level system.
When it comes to electronic-structure problems, the currently most popular approach is Density Functional Theory
(DFT)41. Several exact constraints that functionals of DFT should adhere to are known42. Such constraints have
served as both, sanity checks for approximate functionals and contributions to the development of new ones43. They
even led to the improvement of functionals in combination with machine-learning techniques44. One of these exact
constraints relates to the virial theorem, whose extension to the realm of electronic systems coupled to field modes is
the main focus of this work. Recently, a virial-motivated model has been introduced, by which one can obtain accurate
singlet-triplet splittings45 and charge-transfer excitation energies46 from ground-state DFT calculations. The role of
the virial theorem is also important for other classes of quantum-chemistry methods that rely on approximate wave
functions47, as it is used to assist geometry optimization48 in electronic-structure codes (e.g., GAMESS (US)49) and
as an indicator of the basis-set quality50. Importantly, electronic-structure methods are assessed against exact Full
Configuration Interaction or other accurate wave-function methods results, which are still numerically feasible for
small molecules (e.g., G2/97 and G3/99 theoretical thermochemistry test sets). These results serve as a consistency
check for the reliability of every newly developed method. However, when it comes to many-electron systems coupled
to photon modes, obtaining such exact reference solutions becomes ever more demanding because of the increased
dimensionality of the involved Hilbert spaces. Consequently, theoretical guidelines become even more important.
Our physical starting point is the Pauli–Fierz Hamiltonian51, which describes N electrons coupled to quantized
field modes. We will restrict ourselves to the dipole approximation, which is valid for a big variety of situations
where the spatial extension of the field modes is much larger than the matter system itself, and which is commonly
used in cavity QED. Such a model is also useful to capture the effects of the quantized electromagnetic field in free
space and thus connects to the old question of how quantum chemistry is affected by the electromagnetic vacuum.
Obvious effects are the finite lifetime of excited states or the Lamb shift, a more subtle effect will be highlighted
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2in Section VI with a brief discussion on mass renormalization. The matter system will be treated within the usual
“clamped-nuclei approximation”, where the nuclei just contribute to a fixed external scalar potential v(r), as it is the
case in most electronic-structure approaches. On the other hand, we do not restrict the number of modes to just one
effective mode, as it is commonly done in practice, but allow arbitrarily many modes in order to sample the photon
continuum16,52 and to be able to describe situations where many modes become relevant53. Further, our results are
not restricted to polaritonic ground states, but extend to any eigenstate of the polaritonic system.
Within this setting we present a set of virial relations between the energy expectation values of different parts of the
Pauli–Fierz Hamiltonian in an eigenstate. Such relations can be derived by considering expectation values of different
time-independent operators, which are zero if an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian is considered. By means of one such
operator, consequently called a “virial operator”, we obtain a virial relation that is the generalization of the quantum
virial theorem for electronic structure54. It will involve two additional terms that stem from the interaction with the
photons: the dipole coupling energy and the quadratic dipole self-energy.
Outline of the article: After introducing the physical setup of a system of interacting electrons coupled to photon
modes in Section II, we give a general method of how to derive virial relations from equations of motion in stationary
states in Section III. Three different virial operators are then used in the following three sections to arrive at different
virial relations. First, a basic quantum virial theorem is derived in Section IV, in which the terms from the purely
electronic part of the Hamiltonian are combined with the dipole coupling and dipole self-energy. The next virial
theorem given in Section V is then concerned with photon-field constituents and relates the parts of the photon-field
energy to the dipole coupling. Another virial relation that is only given as an estimate is derived in Section VI. It
allows to make an interesting connection to mass renormalization due to coupling to the field modes. Finally, in
Section VII, the derived virial theorems are employed to map from potential functionals to energy functionals in the
Kohn–Sham approach of Quantum Electrodynamical DFT (QEDFT). The paper is concluded in Section VIII with a
short summary of the main results and a brief outlook.
II. PHYSICAL SETUP
A system of N electrons with position-spin coordinates xi = (ri, si), ri ∈ R
d, si ∈ {↑, ↓}, i = 1, . . . , N is coupled
to the field modes with fundamental light-matter coupling λα, which includes the effective coupling strength and
polarization direction (for details see (7) in Scha¨fer et al. 55 ), and the mode frequency ωα and mode coordinate qα,
α = 1, 2, . . ., where an infinite, countable number of modes is permitted. For the electrons we will always assume
a position basis and thus write simply ri for the respective position operator. The gradient with respect to any
coordinate is written ∇i and the divergence is the inner product with ∇i, so the momentum operator is −i∇i and
the Laplacian ∇2i . On the side of the bosonic field modes the coordinates are attached to the operators qˆα and their
conjugates pˆα, connected through the canonical commutation relation,
[qˆα, pˆβ] = iδαβ . (1)
Note that in the literature qˆα, pˆα sometimes take exactly the opposite roles, but this just amounts to a relabelling.
Physically the mode coordinate corresponds to the displacement field, while its conjugate represents the magnetic
field. Atomic units will be employed throughout the article, meaning that the elementary charge, electron mass, ~,
and 4πǫ0 are all set to unity by definition. The system’s Hamiltonian is given in length gauge
12,55,
Hˆ = Tˆ + Vˆ + Wˆ + Hˆb + Hˆc + Hˆd + Hˆext, (2)
and the different parts will be given in the following. The kinetic part in length gauge contains only the canonical
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where we have fα as the time-derivative of an external current
12. Since some of the operators above are squares of
self-adjoint operators, or sums of such squares, their expectation value is always positive. This positivity holds for
〈Tˆ 〉, 〈Wˆ 〉, 〈Hˆd〉, 〈Hˆb〉 ≥ 0.
Note that only Tˆ contains electron momentum operators, while Vˆ , Wˆ , Hˆd contain only electron positions. On the
other hand Hˆb and Hˆext contain only mode operators and Hˆc is the only part of the Hamiltonian that includes
electron positions and pˆα. This will be important for commutators: If a commutator is between operators where the
first includes only electronic coordinates and the second only mode coordinates, then it will automatically be zero.
Additionally to the canonical commutation relation (1) we will use the following basic commutators,
[qˆα, qˆβ] = [pˆα, pˆβ ] = 0, (8)
[qˆα, pˆ
2
β] = 2iδαβ pˆα, (9)
[qˆ2α, pˆβ] = 2iδαβ qˆα. (10)
The Hamiltonian Hˆ allows a more compact form where we gather all terms that include mode coordinates,
Hˆb, Hˆc, Hˆd, into one field-energy part with a mode momentum pˆα,
















Although not used further, this form is useful to see that pˆα corresponds to the displacement field, shifted by the
electronic dipole, and that Hˆb + Hˆc + Hˆd, made out only of squares of self-adjoint operators, is a positive operator
and thus 〈Hˆb〉 + 〈Hˆc〉 + 〈Hˆd〉 ≥ 0. For more details concerning the importance of including also the terms Hˆc and
Hˆd see Rokaj et al.
56 and Scha¨fer et al. 55 . For a broad class of external potentials that include the usual molecular
potentials, described in Reed and Simon 57, Section X.2, the whole Hˆ is then bounded below too and thus it is able
to support a ground state. We will always assume in the following that v(r) is from that class and is such that Hˆ has
an eigenstate, HˆΨ = EΨ.
III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR VIRIAL RELATIONS
The basic idea to arrive at virial relations is to use the simple result that the expectation value of any time-
independent operator Aˆ is zero in an eigenstate of Hˆ . To see this one could choose Ψ such that the Schro¨dinger
equation is
iΨ˙ = HˆΨ = EΨ (12)






〈Ψ, AˆΨ〉 = 〈Ψ˙, AˆΨ〉+ 〈Ψ, AˆΨ˙〉 = iE(〈Aˆ〉 − 〈Aˆ〉) = 0 (13)
Here and in the following we use the short-hand notation 〈Aˆ〉 = 〈Ψ, AˆΨ〉 for the expectation value of an operator with
respect to the state Ψ. It must not be noted separately what state Ψ is meant, because we will always only consider
one and the same exemplary eigenstate. Since similarly we arrive from (12) at
d
dt
〈Aˆ〉 = i〈[Hˆ, Aˆ]〉, (Ehrenfest theorem) (14)
it follows 〈[Hˆ, Aˆ]〉 = 0 for eigenstates. This result is known as the “hypervirial theorem”58. Now [Hˆ, Aˆ] could be all
sorts of different operators for which we know that the expectation value is zero, so if we arrive again at terms from
the Hamiltonian (2), we have found a virial relation. The difficulty just lies within finding the appropriate operators
Aˆ.
4IV. ELECTRONIC VIRIAL THEOREM WITH MODE-COUPLING
The quantum virial theorem for a system of electrons interacting via Coulomb repulsion and under the influence of
an external scalar potential is54
2〈Tˆ 〉+ 〈Wˆ 〉 = N〈r · (∇v(r))〉. (15)
Here r = r1,∇ = ∇1 and all the particles yield the same term N times because of the assumed anti-symmetry of
the wave function. Only for special types of external potentials we also arrive back at the expectation value of Vˆ .
But take the monomial potential v(r) = rn and the virial theorem is 2〈Tˆ 〉 + 〈Wˆ 〉 = n〈Vˆ 〉. The question that puts
itself from the previous section is, which operator can be used such that 〈[Hˆ, Aˆ]〉 yields exactly the relation (15). The
answer is the so called ”virial operator”59 Aˆ =
∑
i ri · ∇i and we will demonstrate this with the full mode-coupled
Hamiltonian (2) right away, where all parts except of the mode-only Hˆb contribute. We will treat them one after
another. Note that in a double sum over all particles, only the i = j part will remain, because ri · ∇i only affects the
i-th particle coordinate. Thus,
∑
i





[∇2j , ri] · ∇i = −
∑
j
∇2j = 2Tˆ , (16)
where [∇2j , ri] means that the Laplacian is applied to each coordinate component operator separately which then
makes up a new vector. Note that all terms are treated as operators, so ∇f(r) = (∇f(r)) + f(r)∇ by the chain rule.
∑
i













rj · (−∇j |rj − rk|



























[Vˆ , ri · ∇i] =
∑
i,j
ri · [v(rj),∇i] = −
∑
i
ri · (∇iv(ri)) (18)
∑
i
[Hˆc, ri · ∇i] = −
∑
i,j,α
ωαri · [(λα · rj),∇i]pˆα =
∑
j,α
ωα(rj · λα)pˆα = −Hˆc (19)
∑
i





ri · [(λα · rj)(λα · rk),∇i] = −2Hˆd (20)
Taking all these results together the new electronic virial theorem with mode-coupling is found,
2〈Tˆ 〉+ 〈Wˆ 〉 − 〈Hˆc〉 − 2〈Hˆd〉 = N〈r · (∇v(r))〉. (21)
We see that all terms from the original Hamiltonian are involved, except the field-energy of the cavity modes Hˆb and
the energy from the external force on the modes Hˆext. Thus this virial relation connects all the constituents of the
system which could be expressed of purely electronic degrees of freedom with the dipole-coupling energy which is the
only term of mixed electron-boson nature. In the next section by considering the equation of motion of an operator
that involves the mode coordinates instead we obtain a virial for the bosonic field-mode part of our hamiltonian.
Some comments are in order here. First, by setting the fundamental light-matter coupling to λα = 0, we recover
the virial for electronic structure (15) as requested. An alternative route to derive the basic virial theorem is from
the force-balance equation for stationary states given in Tokatly 12, (16). If the force totals to f(r) = 0 at every point
r, as will be the case for eigenstates, then taking the space integral
∫
f(r) · rdr results in (21). Let us also point
out that the implications of the force balance equation for functional construction in the context of time-dependent
QEDFT12,14,17 has been discussed in Tokatly 60 .
5V. FIELD-MODE VIRIAL THEOREM
Next we derive an analogous equation of motion on the side of the modes, which means that we combine the mode
operators into an mode virial operator
∑
α qˆαpˆα. In the equation of motion
∑
α〈[Hˆ, qˆαpˆα]〉 only three terms contribute

























[Hˆc, qˆαpˆα] = −
∑
i,α,β








[pˆβ , qˆα]pˆα = −iHˆext (24)
The relation (22) yields, as one would expect, just the virial theorem for the harmonic oscillator. Together with the










− 〈Hˆc〉 = 〈Hˆext〉. (25)
We see that the field-mode virial theorem has a similar structure than the electronic virial theorem from (21), with an
external influence on the right and a connection between purely bosonic parts of the system with the dipole-coupling
energy on the left.
Another useful relation arises if we choose the equation of motion for the much simpler operator pˆα. Here only Hˆb
contributes at all and, using (10), [Hˆ, pˆα] = iqˆα. Computing the second time derivative we have to look at the double








β , qˆα] = ω
2
αpˆα (26)
[Hˆc, iqˆα] = −i
∑
i,β
ωβ(λβ · ri)[pˆβ , qˆα] = −
∑
j
ωα(λα · rj) (27)

















This is exactly the stationary form of the second time-derivative of 〈pˆα〉 given in Tokatly
12, (15), as a force-balance
equation for 〈pˆα〉. As such it corresponds to the mode resolved Maxwell equation for the displacement field, see
for example Flick et al. 15, (8). In contrast to the connection between the electronic force-balance equation and the
electronic virial theorem in the previous section, it does not give rise to a virial theorem by itself, but it will be
employed in the derivation of the next virial relation.
VI. MODE-COUPLED VIRIAL ESTIMATE AND CONNECTION TO MASS RENORMALIZATION
In the search for another virial relation that will relate electronic and field parts of the Hamiltonian, we consider
the equation of motion of an operator that includes both, electron coordinates and mode coordinates. A promising
candidate, as we will see, is the mixed virial operator
∑
i(λα · ri)qˆα. We derive the non-zero commutators with the
6individual parts of Hˆ using the basic commutation relations (1), (8), and (9).
∑
i





[∇2j ,λα · ri]qˆα = −
∑
i
(λα · ∇i)qˆα (30)
∑
i












(λα · ri)pˆα (31)
∑
i
(λα · ri)[Hˆc, qˆα] = −
∑
i,j,β
ωβ(λα · ri)(λβ · rj)[pˆβ, qˆα] = iωα
∑
i,j
(λα · ri)(λα · rj) (32)
∑
i










(λα · rj) (33)
This already looks promising, since the constituents of Hˆc and Hˆd reappear. To make this connection explicit we add
the terms above, remember that the expectation value of their sum in an eigenstate is always zero, divide by iωα and
sum over α. The resulting expectation value must still be zero,
∑
j,α





〈λα · rj〉 = 0. (34)











The term 〈Hˆc〉 + 2〈Hˆd〉, relating to dipole coupling and dipole self-energy, also already appears in the basic virial
theorem (21), just the remaining term in the front of (34) appears a bit unwieldy if we want to re-express it by parts
of the length-gauge Hamiltonian. Indeed it corresponds exactly to the coupling term in velocity gauge, cf. Rokaj
et al. 56, (10) or, in other words, to the Fourier transform of Hˆc in both, electronic and mode coordinates. We will
handle it further by deriving an estimate. Because −iω−1α λα · ∇j and qˆα are both self-adjoint, and so is their sum,
their sum squared is a positive operator, and since they commute we get
〈(−iω−1α λα · ∇j + qˆα)
2〉 = ω−2α 〈(−iλα · ∇j)
2〉+ 〈qˆ2α〉 − 2iω
−1
α 〈(λα · ∇j)qˆα〉 ≥ 0. (36)
This is the point where an estimate enters the virial relation that we will derive in this section, needed to handle the














iω−1α 〈(λα · ∇j)qˆα〉. (37)
To proceed and derive an expression for the first sum above, we have to choose a certain distribution of modes. This
could be one that privileges a specific direction by the choice of λα, like in cavity QED, but let us assume that the
modes are those of free space, evenly distributed in k-space in d = 3 dimensions. To every mode we assign a vector
λα ∈ R
3, |λα| = λ =
√
4π/L3, see Scha¨fer et al. 55, (7), and let always two modes occupy a k-space volume of (ω0/c)
3,
where ω0 = 2πc/L is the lowest frequency in a cube with length L. We take two modes per k-space box because of
the two different polarization directions of the photons. If we now choose a radius k = ωα/c, then the number of
modes within a thin spherical shell with thickness dk is 2 · (ω0/c)
−34πk2dk. For any mode in the shell with λα there




2〉+ 〈(−iλβ · ∇j)







The specific orientations of λα,λβ,λγ do not matter at this point because the Laplacian ∇
2
j is spherical symmetric.
The above also tells us that for any three modes within the considered shell volume we get one contribution like above.





















7This value corresponds to the mass renormalization discussed in Hainzl and Seiringer 61, (3.41). Rewriting the virial












Usually the mass renormalization is derived by requiring the same dispersion relation for the bare electron and an
electron coupled to the free-space modes. Here we have a field-mode virial relation where the kinetic energy of the
electrons enters with a small prefactor that relates to change of electron mass due to the coupling to the free-space
modes. A different distribution of modes would just lead to a different mass renormalization prefactor µ, while the
relation (40) would stay exactly the same.
VII. QEDFT KOHN–SHAM POTENTIALS TO ENERGIES VIA THE VIRIAL THEOREM
As an application which highlights the usefulness of the virial relations we show in this section how they can be
used to recover energies from potentials in the ground state Kohn–Sham approach to QEDFT13,18. This has special
significance in cases where the energy functional is previously unknown because only the Kohn–Sham potential is
provided, like in method based on the force-balance equation62. In the usual Kohn–Sham approach to QEDFT, the
coupled and interacting system of interest is goverened by the full Hamiltonian (2). Since calculating the ground state
Ψ in such a case is a formidable task for realistic systems including many particles and many field mosed, one solves
instead an auxiliary system with Hˆs that includes no electron interactions and has uncoupled modes, λsα = 0.
Hˆs = Tˆ + Vˆ s + Hˆb + Hˆ
s
ext. (41)
The auxiliary system Hˆs has forces acting on the modes f sα and includes an external potential v
s(r), exactly in such a





as well as the same mode coordinate pα = 〈pˆα〉Ψ = 〈pˆα〉Φ. We can thus write down the virial theorems (21) and (25)
for both systems.











































2(〈Tˆ 〉Ψ − 〈Tˆ 〉Φ) + 〈Wˆ 〉Ψ − 〈Hˆc〉Ψ − 2〈Hˆd〉Ψ = −
∫





















− 〈Hˆc〉Ψ = −
∑
α
f sα − fα
ωα
pα. (44)
Let us first stress that when looking only at the electronic part by setting λα = 0 and by identifying the Hartree
interaction contribution, which depends just on the density, we can recover the known virial relation for Kohn–Sham
DFT, see Burke 63, (11.2). More importantly, the combined virial relations for the full and the auxiliary system show
a way how to recover the energies as functionals of ρ(r) and pα on the left from the Kohn–Sham potentials v
s(r)−v(r)
and f sα− fα on the right. The coupling energy has a special role in this, since it is the only part that appears in both
equations and can thus be fully eliminated if functional expressions for the other terms are given.
VIII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have derived three virial relations for the Pauli–Fierz Hamiltonian in dipole approximation. The first one in
(21) we call electronic virial with mode-coupling and it involves the electronic parts of the Hamiltonian as well as the
dipole-coupling energy and the dipole self-energy,
2〈Tˆ 〉+ 〈Wˆ 〉 − 〈Hˆc〉 − 2〈Hˆd〉 = N〈r · (∇v(r))〉.
For zero coupling λα = 0 we recover the electronic virial theorem as the dipole-coupling energy 〈Hˆc〉 and the dipole-
self energy 〈Hˆd〉 are zero. By means of the above relation the dipole-coupling energy 〈Hˆc〉 can be re-expressed in
8terms of only electronic degrees of freedom in every eigenstate. Next we have presented a field-mode virial theorem









− 〈Hˆc〉 = 〈Hˆext〉.
We see that 〈Hˆc〉 can be re-expressed again, this time in terms of only bosonic degrees of freedom in every eigenstate.
As a corollary we show that combining these two virial theorems we get a new one that connects the purely electronic
(on the left side) with the purely field-mode parts (on the right side) of the Hamiltonian and includes no term of
mixed nature,











As a first interesting example, we have demonstrated in Section VI, how a virial estimate derived in a similar manner
as the other two virial theorems leads to a connection to mass renormalization due to the coupling to free-space modes.
This example also showed how to explicitly use the free-space distribution of modes to calculate the influence of the
vacuum on the virial relation. This highlights the opportunity to investigate, in our context based on exact relations,
the influence of the usually neglected free-space quantum vacuum on chemical properties. As another example of the
relevance of our results, we have demonstrated how by means of our virial theorems with mode-coupling one could
construct the exact energy counterpart of a Kohn–Sham potentials in QEDFT. Let us also point out that the method
to obtain virial relations from Section III can lead to precisely the same result for different “virial operators”. The
field-mode virial theorem (25), for example, is also a consequence of the second time-derivative of Hˆb. This said, it is
still possible that other choices of operators lead to additional useful “virial relations” that need to be satisfied if the
system is in an eigenstate. Such results lead to a hierarchy of constrains that the system needs to fulfill and that can
serve as a useful tool in analyzing the stationary properties of complex quantum systems coupled to the quantized
electromagentic field.
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